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1. When using the Var list to copy the tags 
from one Flexy to another, does the 
firmware version need to be the same? 

The firmware version does not have to be exactly 
the same. You are usually OK copying tags from an 
older firmware to a newer one. However, if there 
are new features in the firmware that affect the 
tags, it can be required. For example, support for 
KPIs and strings were only added in more recent 
firmware versions.
But if you do get it wrong, the worst thing that can 
happen is that the Flexy will just not import the 
new Tags. The import does not change any existing 
tags. If the new ones do not appear, then you know 
there is a data mismatch in the file. The events list 
will also show the errors.

2. I want to send an analog signal( Level) 
from an Ewon in one site to another Ewon 
at a Different Location. Pump Control. 
How do I do this ?

We have an example BASIC script which is used to 
do this:
https://developer.ewon.biz/content/exchange-tag-
values-between-ewons-using-instant-value

3. What is the impact of pulling data on PLC 
cycle time?

The Flexy must be able to read all data Tags within 
the Poll time defined in a Topic. If this is too short 
then the Tags will not be updated. The Poll time 
does not need to be the same as the PLC cycle 
time. If that is too fast for the update of all Tags 
linked to a Topic then errors will result.

4. Is the FINS IO Server delevoped for  
CX-programmer for Omron or Sysmac 
studio Omron

When using the FINS IO Server, the Flexy acts as a 
Master to the Omron PLC (CCSCJ series) using with 
Hostlink or TCP/UDP. It can connect over either 
serial or Ethernet. The tool used to configure the 
PLC does not affect this connection.
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5. We don`t need any PLC code change, right?

Correct – the Flexy will read/write data values using 
the Tags already created in the PLC program.

6. What in your opinion is the easiest way to 
bulk create tags? In effect create a var_
lst file to upload to the flexy?

That is a subject that comes up often in the Ewon 
Tech Forum. Here is a thread with an example Excel 
macro to help:
https://techforum.ewon.biz/thread-1546.html

7. Are there any restrictions on the number 
of emails that can be sent from alarms?

No. You can send as many emails as you consider 
necessary and if you use the Talk2M email service 
there is no charge. The only charge we make for 
alarm notifications is if you use the Talk2M server 
to relay SMS messages to a mobile phone.

8. The alarms currently seem to be rule 
based only. Are there any options to have 
alarms derived from data using some 
machine learning?

There are no options for machine learning in the 
Flexy but you could possibly script something – I 
would suggest Java would be suitable for this.

9. If we want a webpage that can be accessed 
by smartphone, tablets and computers 
should we then make a interface/site for 
smartphones and for computers

That is your choice – there is a scale to fit option 
on the webpages created in viewON so you can use 
that for webpages of the same orientation, or you 
can offer simpler web pages for smaller devices. 
A series of options at the top of the main page so 
users can select what they want to see would make 
this very easy to use.

https://developer.ewon.biz/content/exchange-tag-values-between-ewons-using-instant-value
https://developer.ewon.biz/content/exchange-tag-values-between-ewons-using-instant-value
https://techforum.ewon.biz/thread-1546.html
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10. Once you have enabled your viewON 
screen as your default screen on typing in 
the IP address in a web browser, how do 
you get back to the admin screen?

If you later want to access the standard Flexy Web 
pages, add /index.htm to the URL for your Flexy.

11. What are the minimal IT requirements to 
install it. Do we need WIFI connection?

There are different connection options to fit your 
local IT infrastructure. The Flexy 205 comes with 
a built-in WAN port so if you have a router with 
a spare Ethernet port close enough you can just 
cable to that from the Flexy. Option cards for Wi-FI 
and cellular connections are available if that is your 
preferred Internet connection method, and if you 
are using a Flexy 201, 202 or 203 there is a WAN 
port option card that you will need to add for the 
”cable to router” option.  
It is also possible to have more than one Internet 
conenction option in your Flexy and to use the 
Fallback function to swap automatically if the 
primary connection method fails. Please check with 
your Flexy supplier for more details and to get the 
right combination of options.

12. Are there any costs associated with  
the tools?

No, all of the tools are available for free download 
and use. The only costs with running the Flexy 
(other than a SIM card subsciption if you are 
connected via modem) are if you want to upgrade 
to the subscription Pro account for its security 
features or need to use more data or SMS 
messages than are included with the Free account. 
We have another webinar presentation that 
we broadcast last year, covering the differences 
between the Free+ and Pro accounts – drop us an 
email and we will send you the link to that so you 
can watch it now.

13. How many people can access the HMI 
web pages simultaneously?

The number of concurrent connections depends 
on your subcsription level and the method used to 
connect to the Flexy. With a Free+ Talk2M account 
you can have one connection via eCatcher and 
a further 5 via a mobile connection (M2Web or 
eCatcher Mobile). If you upgrade to the Talk2M Pro 
subscription level then you can have 3 conenctions 
through eCatcher (by default, you can add more 
connections if needed but there is an extra cost for 
these) and unlimited connections via mobile apps.

14. Can I see this again? I missed 25 minutes.

The webinar recording can be watched using the 
same link that you used to access the live stream.

15. Could you show the setup of the OPC-UA?

OPC US is covered in the second Flexy webinar – 
this was broadcast on the 24th February but can 
be watched now on-demand. Here is the link to all 
the webinars so far planned for 2021, more coming 
after the Summer break.
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